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Ground Rules 

 

The board of the ORPLID WIESBADEN welcomes all members and guests on the club grounds and points to 

the following regulations: 

 

- Cars are parked in the designated parking lot on the premises. The parking outside violates the StVO and the 

Nature Conservation Act and endangers the good relationship with the forestry authority. 

- Entering the site is at your own risk, the guardians take responsibility for minors. The club assumes no 

liability. 

- Dressing and undressing, as well as the storage of clothing in public areas is not desirable, use the designated 

dressing rooms. 

- The stay on the club grounds takes place with appropriate weather without clothes. The use of the swimming 

pool is also possible only naked. For health or hygiene reasons, exceptions may be allowed in consultation with 

the Executive Board. 

- When sitting on public areas (swimming pool edge, benches, etc.) always use a towel as a base. 

 - Photographing is permitted only with the express permission of the board according to DSGVO. This includes 

in particular pictures of members and the site. 

- Audio equipment may only be used with headphones. 

- Smoking, open fire and barbecues in the woods and on the lawn are prohibited. 

- The site has no waste disposal. Each member and guest must dispose of their own waste. Please also dispose 

of the empty shower containers and toilet paper rolls! 

-The existing sports facilities are available to all members and guests.We ask for careful and proper handling. 

- Due to the gas and water consumption, care must be taken that there is no unnecessary long shower. 

- The use of the kitchen is allowed to all members and guests. Due to limited wastewater treatment, rinsing 

larger quantities of dishes and the like is. not possible. There must be no grease or food leftovers poured into the 

sink !! After use, cabinets, shelves and sinks must be cleaned or dried again. The preparation of food that is not 

consumed during the stay on the premises is not permitted. 

- The use of the club barbecue is free for all members, the existing charcoal may be used. The grill-willing 

please agree with each other, so as not to unnecessarily consume coal. Make the ashes cool before they get in 

the designated container comes. Overnight guests are allowed to grill only with their own charcoal at the 

designated barbecue area. 

- The area with its facilities can only be used in exceptional cases, after consultation with the board, for private 

events or tent overnight stays. 

- Day guests can only be brought to the site by appointment with the board (by phone, email or in person). As 

far as possible, they should be briefly presented to a member of the Executive or Advisory Board. Day guests 

are only allowed in the presence of the host member. 

- In principle, one guest per season may visit our site 3 times. From the 4th visit there is the possibility to 

purchase a season ticket for a fee of 140,00 €. 

- The members are responsible for the behavior of the guests brought along and owe the guest contribution as a 

fault. 

- All day guests and the host member are legibly entered in the guest book, the guest contribution is a member 

with a fridge key against receipt to pass. 

- Guests should familiarize themselves with the grounds and customs. 

- Overnight guests must be registered through the registration form. 

- We assume that parents of visiting children agree to visit their children on the premises. Members bringing 

guest children to the grounds bear the duty of supervision and liability for these children. The number of guest 

children per child should be within reasonable limits. 

- Animals are not accepted on the premises 
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Swimming rules 

 

- The swimming pool is not monitored by a supervisor. Each club member may use the swimming pool at its 

own discretion and on its own responsibility. 

 

- This special responsibility is described in the following bathing rules. They are to be observed by every terrain 

visitor. 

 

1. Thoroughly shower before using the bath, avoiding unnecessarily long showering for cost reasons. 

 

2. Do not jump off the page. 

 

3. Use the pool only when the cover is fully wound up. 

 

4. Take care of the other bath users / swimmers. 

 

5. Swimming aids and water toys may only be used if other bathers are not disturbed. 

 

6. Parents are responsible for their children, members for visiting children brought by them. 

 

7. Parents have the duty to supervise their children, members have to make sure that their guests take note of the 

terrain rules. 

 

 

We ask for consistent consideration of these rules. If you have any questions, please contact the board or the 

representatives. Possible misunderstandings from misunderstandings we want to avoid in advance. 

 

We wish all members and guests a pleasant and physically active stay on our beautiful club grounds! 

 

The board 
 
Stand Juni 2019 


